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DIGITNOW M46 Turntable Suitcase with Multi-Function Bluetooth



SPECIFICATION

BRAND DIGITNOW
CONNECTIVITY TECHNOLOGY Wireless, Wired
MATERIAL Plastic
ITEM WEIGHT 5 Pounds
COLOR Orange
MOTOR TYPE AC Motor
SPEEDS 33 / 45 / 78 RPM
STYLUS NEEDLE Diamond stylus
SIZE OF RECORDS 7″,10″,12″
PRODUCT DIMENSIONS 8 x 10 x 4.5 inches
ITEM MODEL NUMBER M46

WHAT’S IN THE BOX

Record Player Turntable Suitcase

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

DIGITNOW! Turntable Vinyl Record Player Portable Case Retro Bluetooth USB Vintage Record Player with Speaker
Please note: the best gift for someone who love. Are you still wondering what to buy your parents, friends and loved
ones as gifts for the upcoming celebrations? The portable record player is the best gift. This player will meet all of
your musical needs. It not only has a classic feel, but some new features have also been added. Are your records
just left lying at home? The record player is the best way to solve this problem. Easy to carry. It is made from a
lightweight material and the wood is of the highest quality. And you can expect, it is durable. It is easy to carry from
one place to another. You don’t need to worry about it taking up too much space in the car, if you need to take it
everywhere. Good sound quality. The headphone jack on the record player allows you to listen to music at anytime
and anywhere, and to support Bluetooth. Compatibility. Bluetooth, SD card and USB-compatible, so you can play
music on other devices with a record player, for that retro feeling. Where can it be used? This is when it gets
interesting, because you can use it everywhere.

VINYL RECORD PLAYER

Play your favourite vinyl records and albums with this classic turntable. it’s amazing to hear the music play from
a record again.
Good sound quality. The headphone jack on the record player allows you to listen to music at anytime and



anywhere, and to support Bluetooth.
Bluetooth, SD card and USB-compatible, so you can play music on other devices with a record player, for that
retro feeling.
The vintage record player will be a good decoration to your living room, bedroom, study room.

EASY TO CARRY

It is made from a lightweight material. And you can expect, it is durable. It is easy to carry from one place to another.
You don’t need to worry about it taking up too much space in the car, if you need to take it everywhere.

ANALOG AM/FM

Stereo Radio With wide-range FM/AM frequency modulation, supports to receive radio signal easily.

PORTS

RECORD LPS TO SD CARD OR U DISK WITHOUT PC



FEATURES

Unique Multi-function leather Suitcase Turntable: Record Player, FM Radio, Bluetooth audio receiver, LP to
MP3 Recording and Mp3 Player Function All in One.
Both USB Recording: You can Convert Your Vinyl records & Radio program to MP3 from Your USB flash/SD
card, also MP3 player .(Please noted that the USB and SD card is not include)
3-Speeds(33,45 and 78 RPM)Portable suitcase -style turntable and Full-channel FM Radio,Built-in stereo
speakers for great sound.
Headphone Jack for private listening and RCA Line out to Acoustics. Aux in&Bluetooth for connecting of other
devices(CD,Ipod,Iphone etc).
LCD Screen with backlight .This is a good Thanksgiving or Christmas present. 12 Month Warranty. If you have
any questions, please contact us.

Warranty & Support

Product Warranty: For warranty information about this product.

Frequently Asked Questions

Is this player only capable of syncing other wireless devices, or can it also connect to Bluetooth speakers?

Yes, I believe that, but I returned mine since the sound quality was so subpar. Don’t do it; instead, invest a little more
money to purchase a real record player.

Do DIGITNOW M46 Bluetooth turntables require receivers?

To connect your turntable through Bluetooth, you’ll need a phono preamp, a Bluetooth transmitter, and powered
speakers (or an amplifier with a Bluetooth input or receiver). Although Bluetooth can create amazing sound, you run
the risk of losing some melodic precision and nuance. The problem is with digital and compressed signals.

Is it possible to utilise a DIGITNOW M46 turntable without a receiver?

But if you want the best sound quality possible, omitting the receiver is not the best course of action. At the very



least, you’ll need a setup with a turntable, a receiver, and good speakers. Without a receiver or amplifier, top-notch
sound quality is simply unrealistic to expect.

What is the purpose of a DIGITNOW M46 Bluetooth record player?

We can share things like photos, papers, and, in the case of this article, music, because it makes it possible for data
to be transferred across devices. In recent years, wireless speakers and headphones have surpassed all other
Bluetooth music devices in popularity.

Why aren’t my record player’s records being played through my DIGITNOW M46 speakers?

Check to see if your speakers and amplifier are on. Before playing, if the stylus protection (1) is still attached, remove
it. Make sure the stylus doesn’t remove it. The stylus won’t track in the record grooves without the right tracking
weight, so check your tonearm balance.

Do turntables like the DIGITNOW M46 require amplifiers?

Your turntable or preamp should be connected directly to an ACTIVE speaker. An independent amplifier or sound
system are not necessary with a self-powered active speaker. An active speaker always has a power cord attached.

Is it possible to utilise a DIGITNOW M46 turntable without speakers?

Turntables don’t have built-in speakers. As a result, they need to be connected to speakers in order to play records.
The speakers can be powered and have an amplifier. A different amplifier and passive speakers are also options.

Can a DIGITNOW M46 turntable be used with a soundbar?

You can connect your turntable straight to any soundbar input that is labelled AUX or has a different name like LINE,
Audio, etc. if your turntable has an inbuilt preamp. For this, an RCA cable or phono cable can be utilised.

What is a Bluetooth audio transmitter?

A Bluetooth transmitter is a gadget that enables wireless audio transmission between devices. Basically, it works by
adding Bluetooth to source devices that lack it (like an older smart TV).

How can I use speakers without a receiver?

Simply connect the TV’s HDMI connector to the AUDIO OUT. Then, utilise the output connector to attach the speaker
to the amplifier. Given that a two-channel amplifier essentially functions like a receiver, there isn’t much of a
difference in terms of connectivity.

How well do Bluetooth transceivers work?

TVs may use a Bluetooth transmitter to send speakers high-quality audio. The transmitter transmits a Bluetooth
signal that links it to the right device. A signal is transmitted from the transmitter to the analogue or digital output of
the device you want to control.

I need a new power cord; where can I find one?

The record player uses 5 volts, thus they have a number of universal AC converters with configurable output voltage,
and they also have a range of adapter plugs, one of which ought to fit this record player.

If you charge it and it still won’t play, what can you do?

The charger should not interfere with your ability to use it. If it isn’t charging, contact the maker.

Can the battery be changed?

No, unless you are technically inclined; not meant for user modification.

What power does this player have? (I must purchase a converter.)

No, it includes a separate plugin.


